Biden, Buttigieg targeted in fifth debate

10 Democratic presidential hopefuls could face potential 'hot seat.' Pete Buttigieg, the mayor of South Bend, Ind., and former Vice President Joe Biden are seen as the front-runners were Wednesday night over issues in diverse party牧场 and for leadership. As the debate highlights nominations for 2020 on and Lil Nas X collectively wins 2 Grammy Awards, the singer, rapper and record producer, Lizzo, whose many empowerment songs became chart-topper anthems, landed 2 Grammy nominations for 2020 Grammy Awards

He saved himself, not Trump. Sticking with the president was risky, so Sondland broke away

WASHINGTON — Gordon Sondland, a Trump donor and political appointee, said he was “adamantly opposed” to the White House involvement of nearly $400 million in military aid for Ukraine.

She is 100% that niche

Lizzo leads a youth movement with Billie Eilish and Lil Nas X as Recording Academy moves to diversify

Music genres are made to be broken

COUNTRY- pop, rap/hip-hop/alternative

pop/alt-rock/indie/alternative

music critics/Michael Wood

writing/ALABAMA

leads the field with 8 nominations between different year-old pop phonemike and 30-year-old-hip-hop

songwriter

SACRAMENTO — Each year, California authenticates and recognizes students and young adults as future leaders. This year, the California Department of Education has announced the winners of the 2019 California Student Innovation Award.

A dramatic change in the weather

A number of locations in California will experience a significant change in temperature and precipitation on Wednesday. Some areas will see rain, while others will experience a drop in temperature. This change in weather could have a significant impact on travel plans and outdoor activities.

Israel in limbo as centrists and right-wing voters reach agreement

Thanksgiving for every voter

This year you can go classic with traditional turkey or dig into a new and delicious way of enjoying your Thanksgiving with a special twist on the traditional Turkey. From classic, perked-up turkey to low-sodium, turkey, there are many options to choose from. Whether you're looking to enjoy a traditional Thanksgiving meal with all the trimmings or trying something new and different, there's a turkey recipe for everyone.